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Friday, September 30, 2011 
Elvin R. King Cross Country Course 
Men's 
Championship 
sound mind, sound body 
Beaver Valley 
Shopping Center 
3245 Seajay Drive, 




*if CEDARVILLE JI UNIV E R S I TY ,.. 
September 30, 2011 
Dear Cross Country Participant: 
Welcome to Cedarville University and the All-Ohio Intercollegiate Championships at the Elvin R. King 
Cross Country Course. We at Cedarville are delighted to be the hosts for this wonderful event. Best 
wishes to each participating student-athlete as you participate in your respective races. 
Again, we welcome each of you to Cedarville University, Greene County, and Southwestern Ohio. Have 
a great time of fellowship and competition! 
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2011 All-Ohio Intercollegiate Championships 
Men's Starting Box #'s 
1. Case Western Reserve University 
2. Cincinnati Christian University 
3. Ashland University 
4. Hiram College 
5. Ohio Northern University 
6. Wright State University 
7. Defiance College 
8. Lake Erie College 
9. University of Mount Union 
1 O. Otterbein University 
11. Xavier University 
12. University of Findlay 
13. Kent State University 
14. Wilmington College 
15. Notre Dame College 
16. Shawnee State University 
17. University of Akron 
18. Cedarville University 
19. University of Dayton 
20. Heidelberg University 
21. Malone University 
22. College of Wooster 
23. Muskingum College 
24. Ohio Dominican University 
25. Ohio University 
26. University of Rio Grande 
27. University of Cincinnati 
28. Denison University 
29. Miami University 
30. John Carroll University 
31. Mount Vernon Nazarene University 
32. Bluffton University 
33. Tiffin University 
34. Ohio Wesleyan University 
35. Kenyon College 
36. Capital University 
37. Urbana University 
38. Franciscan University 
39. Lorain County Community College 
40. Central State University 
41. Baldwin-Wallace College 
42. Walsh University 
43. Wittenberg University 
44. Oberlin College 
45. Bowling Green State University 
46. College of Mount St. Joseph 
47. Marietta College 
48. Bowling Green State University Club 
49. Ohio University-Eastern 
50. Unattached 
Women's Starting Box #'s 
1. Central State University 
2. Baldwin-Wallace College 
3. Franciscan University 
4. Muskingum College 
5. University of Rio Grande 
6. Capital University 
7. Wright State University 
8. Marietta College 
9. Ohio Dominican University 
10. University of Akron 
11. Cincinnati Christian University 
12. Defiance College 
13. Urbana University 
14. Kenyon College 
15. Ohio University 
16. Bowling Green State University 
17. Case Western Reserve University 
18. University of Cincinnati 
19. University of Findlay 
20. Kent State University 
21. Xavier University 
22. University of Mount Union 
23. Oberlin College 
24. College of Wooster 
25. Otterbein University 
26. Ashland University 
27. Cedarville University 
28. Cleveland State University 
29. Ursuline College 
30. Miami University 
31. Walsh University 
32. Shawnee State University 
33. Wittenberg University 
34. Tiffin University 
35. Ohio Wesleyan University 
36. University of Dayton 
37. Denison University 
38. John Carroll University 
39. Malone University 
40. College of Mount St. Joseph 
41. Lake Erie College 
42. Notre Dame College 
43. Mount Vernon Nazarene University 
44. Cuyahoga Community College 
45. Wilmington College 
46. Ohio Northern University 
47. Hiram College 
48. Bluffton University 
49. Heidelberg University 
50. Ohio University-Eastern/ BGSU Club 
Starting Line Instructions 
1. Starting line - All teams will be clerked at their respective starting boxes. 
2. Twenty minutes prior to the start of the men's race, there will be a brief opening ceremony, 
with a welcome, a brief prayer and the National Anthem. 
3. Fifteen minutes prior to the start, the starter will fire the gun indicating that there are 15 
minutes to start time. Athletes should start reporting to the line to be checked in. 
4. Clerks will be checking that uniforms are school issued with no unauthorized logos or 
statements, teams are in the correct starting boxes, and that the athletes are wearing bib 
number/chips. 
5. Starting commands - The starter will locate himself approximately 75 meters down from 
the start line in the middle of the course. He will give an extended whistle blast, at which 
time athletes should come to the line and become motionless. After the whistle blast, the 
starter will raise the gun and red flag together. When he reaches the top, over his head, and 
all athletes are still, the gun will be fired. 
766-1201 
We have your LUNCH & SNACK favorites. 
Open daily 6 a.m. to 12 midnight 
All-Ohio Intercollegiate Championship · Men's Meet History 
iYear Host Overall Champion College Champion Individual Champion 
1955 Oberlin Oberlin John Miller, Oberlin 
1956 Oberlin Ohio Wesleyan John Gutknecht, Ohio Wesleyan 
1957 Oberlin Miami John Gutknecht, Ohio Wesleyan 
1958 Oberlin Miami Dave Emery, Miami 
1959 Oberlin Miami Steve Tekesky, Miami 
1960 Ohio University Miami Ray Fleming , Ohio University 
1961 Kent State Ohio State Steve Tekesky, Miami 
1962 Ohio State Ohio University Les Hegedus, Central State 
1963 Ohio Wesleyan Akron Akron Al Campbell , Akron 
1964 Ohio Wesleyan Ohio University Akron Elmore Banton , Ohio University 
1965 Bowling Green Miami Akron Elmore Banton , Ohio University 
1966 Ohio State Miami Baldwin-Wallace Sam Bair, Kent State 
1967 Oberlin Miami Mount Union Sam Bair, Kent Stat~ 
1968 Ashland Miami Mount Union Sid Sink, Bowling Green 
1969 Ohio University Miami Mount Union Sid Sink, Bowling Green 
1970 Ohio Wesleyan Bowling Green Mount Union Bob Bertelseon , Ohio University 
1971 Bowling Green Bowling Green Ashland Dave Wottle, Bowling Green 
1972 Ohio Wesleyan Miami Malone Craig McDonald, Bowl ing Green 
1973 Miami Miami Malone Craig McDonald, Bowling Green 
1974 Ohio Wesleyan Bowling Green Malone Phil Hinck, Toledo 
1975 Ohio Wesleyan Malone/Kent State Malone Mark Hunter, Kent State 
1976 Ohio Wesleyan Ohio State Malone Steve Crane, Ohio State 
1977 Ohio Wesleyan Cleveland State Mount Union Marc Hunter, Cleveland State 
1978 Malone Cleveland State Malone Marc Hunter, Cleveland State 
1979 Ohio Wesleyan Bowling Green Malone Steve Crane, Ohio State 
1980 Ohio Wesleyan Malone Malone Joel Marchand, Malone 
1981 Ohio Wesleyan Miami Malone Chris Koehler, Bowl ing Green 
1982 Ohio Wesleyan Miami Malone Chris Koehler, Bowling Green 
1983 Malone Ohio University Malone Dave Mirth, Ohio University 
1984 Bowling Green Miami Malone Roosevelt Jackson, Miami 
1985 Ohio State Ohio State Malone Kurt Klodmick, Ohio State 
1986 Ohio Wesleyan Bowl ing Green/Miam i Malone Shannon Ritchie, Ohio University 
1987 Ohio Wesleyan Ohio University Malone John Van Scoyoc, Miami 
1988 Ohio Wesleyan Ohio University Malone Shannon Ritchie , Oh io University 
1989 Ohio Wesleyan Malone Malone Mark Crogan, Ohio State 
1990 Ohio Wesleyan Malone Malone Ira Wentworth, Malone 
1991 Ohio Wesleyan Malone Malone John Murray, Malone 
1992 Ohio Wesleyan Malone Case Reserve Fred Kieser, Miami 
1993 Ohio Wesleyan Miami Case Reserve John Murray, Malone 
1994 Ohio Wesleyan Ohio University Otterbein Robert Gary, Ohio State 
1995 Ohio Wesleyan Cincinnati Mount Union Oliver Grund, Ashland 
1996 Ohio Wesleyan Ohio University Mount Union Josh Ritchie, Ohio University 
Year Host Overall Champion Div. IVNAIA Champion Division Ill Champion Individual Champion 
1997 Ohio Wesleyan Ohio State Ashland Mount Union Dave Cooper, Mount Union 
1998 Ohio Wesleyan Ohio State Malone Heidelberg Ian Conner, Ohio State 
1999 Ohio Wesleyan Ohio State Malone Heidelberg Daniel Kibungei , Malone 
2000 Ohio Wesleyan Kent State Malone Kenyon Chris Reis, Cincinnati 
2001 Ohio Wesleyan Cincinnati Malone Kenyon Chris Reis, Cincinnati 
2002 Ohio Wesleyan Ohio State Malone Mount Un ion Nick Cordas, Ashland 
2003 Ohio Wesleyan Kent State Ashland Otterbein Matt Cornwell , Kent State 
2004 Ohio Wesleyan Ohio State Ashland Otterbein Brian Oliver, Ohio State 
2005 Ohio Wesleyan Ohio State Malone Otterbein Mike Sawicki , Otterbein 
2006 Ohio Wesleyan Ohio State Malone Mount Union Eddie Kipchoge, Bowling Green 
2007 Ohio Wesleyan Malone Malone Ohio Northern Ryan Kienzle , Malone 
2008 Ohio Wesleyan Malone Malone Case Reserve Nik Schweikert, Malone 
2009 Ohio Wesleyan Ohio State Malone Ohio Northern Jeff See, Ohio State 
2010 Cedarville Miami Shawnee State Oberlin Chris Lemon, Dayton 
--
All-Ohio Intercollegiate Championship · Women's Meet History 
Year Host Overall Champion College Champion Individual Champion 
1981 Ohio Wesleyan Bowling Green Joan Lanciaux, Bowling Green 
1982 Ohio Wesleyan Ohio University Joan Lanciaux, Bowling Green 
1983 Malone Bowling Green Malone Maureen Cogan, Ohio State 
1984 Bowling Green Bowling Green Malone Sara Callas, Bowling Green 
1985 Ohio State Bowling Green Malone Sara Callas, Bowling Green 
1986 Ohio Wesleyan Ohio State Malone Kathy Monard, Ohio State 
1987 Ohio Wesleyan Ohio University Malone Tracy Meyer, Ohio University 
1988 Ohio Wesleyan Ohio University Cedarville Laura Schweitzer, Dayton 
1989 Ohio Wesleyan Ohio University Malone Laura Schweitzer, Dayton 
1990 Ohio Wesleyan Ohio University Mount Union Celestine Smith, Miami 
1991 Ohio Wesleyan Ohio State Cedarville Malley Cullen, Miami 
1992 Ohio Wesleyan Ohio University Kenyon Cheri Triner, Bowling Green 
1993 Ohio Wesleyan Miami Baldwin-Wallace Theresa Cain, Ohio State 
1994 Ohio Wesleyan Ohio University Wooster Kristin Diehm, Ohio University 
1995 Ohio Wesleyan Bowling Green Kenyon Kristin Gaddis, Bowling Green 
1996 Ohio Wesleyan Ohio University Baldwin-Wallace Jackie Conrad, Ohio University 















Ohio Wesleyan Bowling Green Rio Grande 
Ohio Wesleyan Bowling Green Malone 
Ohio Wesleyan Kent State Malone 
Ohio Wesleyan Kent State Cedarville 
Ohio Wesleyan Kent State Cedarville 
Ohio Wesleyan Toledo Cedarville 
Ohio Wesleyan Miami Malone 
Ohio Wesleyan Kent State Malone 
Ohio Wesleyan Akron Cedarville 
Ohio Wesleyan Ohio University Cedarville 
Ohio Wesleyan Miami Cedarville 
Ohio Wesleyan Cedarville Cedarville 
Ohio Wesleyan Ohio State Malone 
Cedarville Miami Malone 
USATF Certifed Officials 
· Marv Frye - Meet Referee 
• Ron Althoff - Clerk 
• John Hickman - Clerk 
• Bob Koch - Clerk 
• Len Krsak - Clerk 
· Scott Rose - Clerk 
· Duane Shaul - Clerk 
• Fred Thomas - Clerk 
ALWAYS lOOGll ALWAYS RfllADl.f. 
ALWAYS READY 
TO WORK. Dayton · Troy 
1-800-BOBCATS 
www.bobcatofdayton.com 
Baldwin-Wallace Ann Marie Hynes, Rio Grande 
Baldwin-Wallace Jackie Conrad, Ohio University 
Baldwin-Wallace Everlyne Jerotich, Malone 
Baldwin-Wallace Everlyne Lagat, Malone 
Baldwin-Wallace Bobbie Hardbarger, Akron 
Baldwin-Wallace Briana Shook, Toledo 
Denison Andrea Kremer, Miami 
Denison Ruth Limo, Cincinnati 
Denison Beata Rudzinska, Akron 
Case Reserve Katie Wieferich , Wooster 
Case Reserve Esther Erb, Case Reserve 
Case Reserve Lillian Jelimo, Cincinnati 
Case Reserve Jordan Jennewine, Ohio State 






Our 47th Year of Serving the 
Track & Field Needs of High 
Schools and Colleges 
M-F ATHLETIC COMPANY 
P.O. BOX 8090 
Cranston, RI 02920 
1-800-561-6723 
MEN'S ENTRANTS Capital University Thayer, Evan 4472 SR Kosanovich, Chad 4519 JR 
Coach: Rachel Barends Tuttle, Ben 4473 FR Mason, Will 4520 FR 
Ashland University Herbert, Benjamin 4417 JR Walter, Jacob 4474 so Nelson, Tommy 4521 FR 
Coach: Trent Mack Heyne, Zachary 4418 so Watson, Clay 4475 FR Ott, Jacob 4522 JR 
Baum, Brian 4359 FR Huff, Brian 4419 SR Salukombo, Dee 4523 SR 
Chancellor, Tyler 4360 so Iacovone, Dustin 4420 JR Central State University Stitcher, Stephen 4524 so 
Franley, Keenan 4361 SR Kessler, Cameron 4421 FR Coach: Lynn Smith Thackery, Joe 4525 SR 
Haglund, Gary 4362 JR Moore, Alexander 4422 SR Hunt, Richard 4476 FR Williamson, John 4526 FR 
Johnson, Cameron 4363 SR Morris, Erik 4423 FR Israel, Ezekiel 4477 so Ziske, Bob 4527 FR 
Johnson, Colton 4364 JR Muller, Micah 4424 FR Laki, Lemi 4478 so 
Lynch, Ryan 4365 FR Nehrenz, Bret 4425 so Mccants, Thaddeus 4479 FR Franciscan University 
Majewski , Ben 4366 FR Pester, Logan 4426 FR Randolph , Devin 4480 Coach: Daniel Kuebler 
Mesnard, Brandon 4367 FR Stith, Mitchell 4427 FR Reid , David 4481 so Fluty, Marcus 4528 SR 
Potes, Isaac 4368 FR Wise, Tyler 4428 FR Russell , Ali 4482 Gilcrest, Morgan 4529 FR 
Pryatel, Steven 4369 so Yelverton , Tracy 4483 FR Hogan, Tom 4530 FR 
Scott , Tom 4370 SR Case Western Reserve Univ. Jones, Bill 4531 JR 
Stratman, Matt 4371 SR Coach: Kathy Lanese Cincinnati Christian Univ. Kaiser, Jack 4532 JR 
Sussman, Jacob 4372 so Appelbaum, Andrew 4429 SR Coach: Eddie Atkinson LeRoy, Kevin 4533 SR 
Weaver, Brock 4373 SR Atkinson, Jeff 4430 SR Banning , Michael 4484 so McLaughlin, Michael 4534 FR 
Wiehe, Matt 4374 FR Curtiss, Paul 4431 JR Borton , David 4485 SR Ohnimus, Christian 4535 SR 
Windle, Drew 4375 FR Dixon, David 4432 so Captain , Josh 4486 FR Schlueter, Joey 4536 so 
Dong, Eric 4433 so Collicott, Grant 4487 so Williems, David 4537 so 
Baldwin-Wallace College Enevoldsen, John 4434 SR Gears, Jonathan 4488 FR 
Coach: Bill Traschke Fisher, Caleb 4435 FR Hinson, Patrick 4489 FR Heidelberg University 
Baker, Isaac 4376 FR Flick, Alex 4436 so Jackson, Chris 4490 SR Coach: Brianna Shook 
Beck, Andrew 4377 JR Frey, John 4437 FR Kester, Dan 4491 JR Avsec, Drew 4538 FR 
Blevins, Greg 4378 FR Harkins, Michael 4438 FR Kugler, Josh 4492 FR Gogle, John 4539 SR 
Brown, Justin 4379 SR Haynes, Mitchell 4439 so Kuhn , Matthew 4493 so Graver, Gareth 4540 so 
Fallow, Ryan 4380 so Heebner, Joe 4440 so Hoffman, Jacob 4541 JR 
Gerding , David 4381 so Hoch, Wyatt 4441 FR College of Mt. St. Joseph Karnes, Jordan 4542 JR 
Gibbons, Brian 4382 JR Kelly, Christopher 4442 JR Coach: Tina Blakley Kindall , David 4543 FR 
Humbert, Steve 4383 so LaDelfa, Steven 4443 SR Burton, Micquelle 4494 so Kuess, Dustin 4544 so 
Janosko, Ken 4384 JR Lin , Aaron 4444 so Chicketti , Colton 4495 JR Leis, Logan 4545 FR 
Jeffers, Nick 4385 JR Mercer, Nathan 4445 so Klaine, Chris 4496 so McFadden, Jared 4546 FR 
Moore, James 4386 FR Perisa, Michael 4446 so Mathis, Jon 4497 so Neel , Kevin 4547 so 
Sisko, Mike 4387 FR Razavi , Alexander 4447 FR Phelps, Kory 4498 so Schaefer, Carson 4548 FR 
Szablewski, Zach 4388 SR Reidlinger, Brandon 4448 JR Wiwi , Sean 4499 so Wahl , Troy 4549 FR 
Vasic, Dusan 4389 FR Teare, Ethan 4449 JR 
Wilkin , Tom 4390 FR Wade, Christopher 4450 SR Defiance College Hiram College 
Walls , Peter 4451 JR Coach: John Hartpence Coach: Earl Kissell 
Bluffton University Williams, Corey 4452 so Charles, Sanchez 4500 FR Curtin, Brendan 4550 11 
Coach: Karen Brandt Yavitt, Ben 4453 JR Davis, Joe 4501 so Daley, Don 4551 12 
Arnold , Chris 4391 -2 Zackowski, Paul 4454 SR Fraley, Aaron 4502 SR Fujimoto, Torno 4552 10 
Chaffee, Andrew 4392 FR Cedarville University Grillot, Adam 4503 FR 
Hengoed, Joe 4553 12 
Gray, Michael 4393 FR Hilton , Josh 4504 FR Kirimi , Dennis 4554 10 
Kidder, Jeremy 4394 -2 Coach: Paul Orchard Krick, Hayden 4505 JR Nemire, Bryan 4555 11 
Schadewald, Ryan 4395 FR Bragg , Josiah 4455 JR Murphy, Madison 4506 so Pratt, Chris 4556 11 
Bryant, Trevor 4456 so Nhliziyo, Manelisi 4507 FR Reed, Forrest 4557 10 
Bowling Green St. Univ. Burrell , Nathaniel 4457 so Parrett, Troy 4508 FR 
Coach: Lou Snelling Cathey, Joe 4458 SR Perkins, Justin 4509 SR John Carroll University 
Black, Greg 4406 so Cheney, Matt 4459 FR Senecal, Andrew 4510 FR Coach: Dara Ford 
Budge, Kevin 4407 FR Dalton , Dusty 4460 FR Stevenson , Nick 4511 FR Bayer, Brian 4558 JR 
Franek, Josh 4408 so Dennison, Joel 4461 FR Switz, Steve 4512 so Burns, Pat 4559 JR 
Fraylick, Perry 4409 FR Dubie, Jacob 4462 JR Burns, Patrick 4560 SR 
Grassel, Kyle 4410 JR Gardner, Scott 4463 JR Denison University Cain, Shawn 4561 SR 
Harrison, Ryan 4411 JR Gilliland, Drew 4464 FR Coach: Phil Torrens Cameron , John 4562 FR 
Hipwell , Tom 4412 FR Gustafson, Ryan 4465 so Chappars, Alexander 4513 SR Dugan, Jerry 4563 FR 
Miles, Peter 4413 JR Johnson, Erik 4466 FR Dekel, Jordan 4514 FR Honkala, Johnny 4564 FR 
Salyer, Jason 4414 so Johnson, Greg 4467 so Dunn, Chris 4515 SR Karski , Tadhg 4565 FR 
van Bolderen, Joe 4415 so Klinger, Neil 4468 JR Ford, Connor 4516 so Kunkel , Jeff 4566 FR 
Zimmerman, Ian 4416 so McKevitt, Dylan 4469 FR Francis, Henry 4517 JR Marek, Gage 4567 FR Niemiec, Joe 4470 so Johnson, Steven 4518 JR Mauk, Tim 4568 SR Pyles, Eli 4471 so Mule, Chuck 4569 so 
Rial, Will 4570 SR Fresenko, Nick 4617 Craig, Peter 4668 Monteiro, Chris 
Sigmund, Jeff 4571 SR Gleckler, Garrett 4618 Derov, John 4669 -1 Rauschenbach, Eric 
Smith, Jake 4572 SR Latta, Billy 4619 Dodd, Ryan 4670 FR Smith, Dominick 
Tarchick, Matt 4573 JR McConnell, Matt 4620 Finnegan, Phillip 4671 FR Williams, Jason 
Weseling, Tyler 4574 so McKelley, Jordan 4621 Fries, Tim 4672 FR 
Wojtasik, Nick 4575 JR Meeson, Casey 4622 Hamilton, Hunter 4673 FR Ohio Northern University 
Meeson, Nick 4623 Kallas, Nick 4674 -1 Coach:Jason Maus 
Migliozzi, Anthony 4624 SR Kelly, Tory 4675 -1 Anderson, Ian 4731 so Kent State University Schroades, Lucas 4625 FR Kobunski, Andrew 4676 -1 Ankrom, Ben 4732 JR Coach: Mark Crogan Smith, Paul 4626 FR Lawhun, Nathan 4677 -1 Bailey, Cory 4733 SR 
Bullard, Daniel 4576 FR Sunseri, Mike 4627 FR Martin, Nova 4678 -2 Barchalk, Nathan 4734 FR 
Fischer, Stephen 4577 so Tormasi, Josh 4628 so Matt, Willie 4679 FR Bayman, Matt 4735 so 
Goodwin, Andrew 4578 FR Truax, Alex 4629 FR Osborn, Ethan 4680 -1 Berton, Mark 4736 so 
Heasley, Destin 4579 SR Trusty, Andrew 4630 FR Peck, Nathan 4681 FR Denny, Jeff 4737 so 
Heller, Michael 4580 FR Whitaker, Scott 4631 FR Platt, James 4682 FR Feitshans, Tyler 4738 so 
Kahl, Matthew 4581 FR Williams, Jarod 4632 so Rokakis, Alex 4683 FR Gerberich, Tom 4739 FR 
McCune, Russell 4582 FR Zeuch, James 4633 SR Schwartz, Phillip 4684 -1 Graessle, Stephen 4740 SR 
Murphy, Daryl 4583 so Zollars, Jared 4634 so Sharratt, Jeff 4685 -2 Holliday, Kenton 4741 JR 
Pettiford, Colin 4584 JR Smith, Tyler 4686 JR Johnson, Mathew 4742 so 
Schmidt, Joshua 4585 so Marietta College Stewart, Chase 4687 FR Krasnoschlik, Gregory 4743 FR 
Coach: George Evans Tussey, Tom 4688 FR McKee, Evan 4744 so Kenyon College Barnette, Sam 4635 NA Neutzling, Brett 4745 FR Coach: Duane Gomez Cordell, Tyler 4636 NA Notre Dame College Potter, Michael 4746 FR 
Bailey, Will 4586 02 Eckels, Logan 4637 NA Coach: Rick Williamson Rettig, Jacob 4747 SR 
Behar, Bryce 4587 02 Ellis, Caleb 4638 NA Barone, Anthony 4689 FR Rosenbaum, Nathan 4748 FR 
Cabo, Jackson 4588 02 Freeman, Gage 4639 NA Caroniti, Sal 4690 FR Schleigh , Spencer 4749 FR 
Campbell, Neil 4589 02 Guimond, Andy 4640 NA Edmonds, Josh 4691 FR Simmons, Michael 4750 JR 
Edelman, Sean 4590 04 Hoover, Sean 4641 NA Kadusky, Chris 4692 FR Smith, Dan 4751 SR 
Engelbrecht, Eric 4591 02 Monroe, Christopher 4642 NA Lenehan, Ross 4693 JR Steigerwald , Daniel 4752 FR 
Friedlander, Willy 4592 02 Muller, Caleb 4643 NA O'Brien, William 4694 so Swinford , Nick 4753 SR 
Johnson, Dan 4593 01 Perkey, Bryn 4644 NA Sovacool, Kevin 4695 FR Taylor, Mike 4754 so 
Karlin, James 4594 01 Wallace, Terrance 4645 NA Walker, Rayshawn 4696 so Valentine, Ryan 4755 FR 
Kyle, Dylan 4595 01 Webb, Stephen 4697 JR Wagner, Kyle 4756 FR 
Lynch, Kevin 4596 01 Miami University Williams, Caleb 4757 FR Meyers, Pat 4597 04 Coach: Warren Mandrell Oberlin College Raz, Bryce 4598 02 JR Coach: Ray Appenheimer Ohio University Riggins, Dan 4599 04 Eichenberger, David 4646 
Shen, Dai 4600 03 Eick, Jarrod 4647 JR Bates, Sean 4698 JR Coach: Clay Calkins 
Gallagher, Brian 4648 JR Bernstein, Matt 4699 JR Alto, Chris 4758 FR Sollish, Greg 4601 01 
Garleb, Daniel 4649 FR Cogswell , David 4700 SR Ames, Tyler 4759 so Tanoff, Ben 4602 02 
Kraus, James 4650 FR Dawson, Joe 4701 SR Blair, Tyler 4760 FR 
Kvach, Tyler 4651 FR Derringer, Ty 4702 so Buck, Lamaur 4761 FR Lake Erie College Marol, Matt 4652 so Harrington, Leo 4703 FR Cantley, Tyler 4762 JR Coach: Bryan Harmon Moncrieff, Ryan 4653 FR Hisner, Gavin 4704 so Cherico , Joseph 4763 JR Cribari, Dominic 4603 so Wagner, Brett 4654 JR Hoover, Will 4705 so Edens, Andrew 4764 so Gerber, Craig 4604 -2 Wing , David 4655 FR Hull , Quinn 4706 so Fisher, Nathan 4765 FR Gobrogge, David 4605 -2 Jefferis, Matt 4707 FR Hissrich, Nick 4766 FR 
Hudd, Jimmy 4606 so Mt. Vernon Naz. Univ. Johnson, Daniel 4708 JR Howkins, Noah 4767 so Lancaster, Cody 4607 -2 Coach: Chip Wilson Krichels, Alex 4709 JR Irwin, Cory 4768 so O'Neill, Devin 4608 -2 Lamoureaux, Jacob 4 710 SR Kelley, Sean 4769 JR Larue, CJ 4656 FR 
Lawver, Chad 4657 SR Lange, Derek 4711 SR Kennedy, Michael 4770 SR Lorain Community College Lee, Anthony 4658 JR Line, Eric 4712 JR Klein, Ian 4771 so Coach: Jim Powers McKenzie, Mitch 4659 so Merino, Santino 4713 SR Michno, Matt 4772 JR 
Bickley, Sam 4609 FR Pessia, Jacob 4660 SR Miller, Andrew 4773 FR Cruz, Gabriel 4610 FR Poast, Kevin 4661 SR Ohio Dominican Univ. Myers, Chris 4774 SR 
Endrai, Zachary 4611 FR Rednour, Chris 4662 FR Coach: Paul Benedict O'Brien, Dan 4775 JR 
Foreman, Patrick 4612 FR Rednour, Mark 4663 JR Barber, Mike 4719 FR O'Malley, Brandon 4776 FR 
Kirresh, Ayoub 4613 FR Winters, Nate 4664 SR Eli , Davis 4720 FR Quarfoot, Dan 4777 JR 
Russ, Martin 4614 FR Wolford, Jace 4665 so Ethan, Miller 4721 FR Robinson, Chase 4778 FR 
Hall, Ashton 4722 FR Shaeffer, Jack 4779 FR 
Malone University Muskingum College Hewitt, Todd 4723 FR Steinmuller, Kurt 4780 FR 
Stephens, Jacob 4781 FR Coach: Jack Hazen Coach: Jacob Gleason Liebold , Chris 4724 so FR 4782 Black, Gage 4615 FR Alberts, Robert 4666 -2 Litt, Brian 4725 FR Watts, Matt 
French, Doug 4616 FR Besl, Michael 4667 SR Matt, Richardson 4726 FR 
Ohio Wesleyan Univ. Hunter, Brent 4876 so University of Findlay Walsh University 
Coach: Kris Boey Kempf, Travis 4877 so Coach: Marc Arce Coach: Chris Staub 
Batchelder, John 4783 SR Kiawitter, Nicholas 4878 FR Bascal, Shoayb 4856 JR Bauman, Dan 4990 SR 
Bonnell, Jacob 4784 JR Knack, David 4879 FR Betts, Alex 4857 so Eddy, Justin 4991 so 
Booher, Kale 4785 JR Lee, Zach 4880 JR Eilerman, Justin 4858 so Garrott, Ryan 4992 SR 
Brandt, Shane 4786 so McKown, Kevin 4881 FR Guerra, Joe 4859 JR Gates, Devon 4993 so 
Denison, Josh 4787 FR Rader, Nick 4882 SR Hayes, Jacob 4860 FR Gillis, Chris 4994 so 
Erb, Landon 4788 FR Reed, Eli 4883 so Jones, Sean 4861 so Groubert, Jordan 4995 JR 
Henchey, Chris 4789 so Rogers, Tyler 4884 FR Lloyd, Brock 4862 JR Harshbarger, Chase 4996 JR 
Hitchcock, Evan 4790 SR Shepherd, Aaron 4885 so Majoy, Tim 4863 JR Isla, Nick 4997 so 
Kafity, Nathan 4791 JR Shepherd, Nick 4886 so Velasco , Luis 4864 JR Kress, Phil 4998 SR 
Kronemer, Sharif 4792 JR Wolcott, Chris 4887 so Walthour, Colin 4865 JR LeVan, Travis 4999 so 
Mccaslin , Ian 4793 so Walthour, Connor 4866 FR Mayle, Mark 5000 so 
Milligan, Ford 4794 FR University of Akron Webster, Dillon 4867 FR Opeka, Dan 5001 SR 
Perez, Geovanni 4795 FR Coach: Lee Labadie Opeka, Ryan 5002 so 
Tomazic, Tyler 4796 JR Brannan , Albert 4912 FR University of Mount Union Roshak, Matt 5003 so 
Cull , Brian 4913 JR Coach: Kevin Lucas Wollenberg , Brandon 5004 so 
Otterbein University Dudek, Brian 4914 so Banks, Nick 4952 FR 
Coach: Scott Alpeter Harris , Heath 4915 so Boyer, Jacob 4953 so Wilmington College 
Atkinson, Greg 4797 JR Hough, Brad 4916 FR Clark, Wade 4954 FR Coach: Ron Combs 
Bayman, Mark 4798 so Jackisch, Dan 4917 JR Clemence , Joshua 4955 so Ahle, Tyler 5005 FR 
Farver, Jeremy 4799 so Knapp, Andy 4918 JR Delbene, Ryan 4956 FR Benson , Tyler 5006 SR 
Hartwig , Benjamin 4800 SR Papp, Dylan 4919 FR Derr, Bryan 4957 FR Blubaugh, Scott 5007 FR 
Mantell , Andrew 4801 so Stroemple, Nick 4920 JR Garritano, Dylan 4958 FR Boehm, Jacob 5008 FR 
McCullough, Caleb 4802 FR Wheeler, Kyle 4921 FR Grimm, Nathan 4959 FR Carroll , Pat 5009 SR 
Montoya, Joseph 4803 FR Wodarski , John 4922 FR Karmazin , Jon 4960 so Corcoran , Myles 5010 FR 
Napoli , Anthony 4804 so Kelly, Tim 4961 SR Erwin , Alek 5011 so 
Sheneman, Stephen 4805 SO University of Cincinnati Lashley, Kanner 4962 so Goodrich , Tony 5012 so 
Thatcher, Thomas 4806 FR Coach: Bill Schnier Linerode, Brad 4963 FR Hirschauer, Chad 5013 JR 
Thompson , Denton 4807 SO Baum, Evan 4923 NA Lowe, Tyler 4964 so King , Rob 5014 FR 
Vance, Jarod 4808 FR Beckmann, Chase 4924 NA Loxterman, David 4965 so Kline , Brad 5015 so 
Williard, Tim 4809 SR Bokeno, Ethan 4925 NA Luzar, Daniel 4966 so Krobath, Sam 5016 FR 
Book, Oliver 4926 NA Marron, Matt 4967 FR McClanahan, Jacob 5017 FR 
Shawnee State Univ. Collmar, Matt 4927 NA McGeary, Dan 4968 FR McCormick, Misha 5018 so 
Coach: Eric Putnam Finan , Eric 4928 NA Miller, Matt 4969 JR Nieves, Sam 5019 JR 
Anderson, Jeremy 4815 Fink, Kevin 4929 NA Nelson, Andrew 4970 FR Pettiford, Anthony 5020 JR 
Brown, Brandon 4816 Flannigan , Rob 4930 NA Reed , Erik 4971 SR Schoettelkotte, Joey 5021 FR 
Conn , Taylor 4817 FR Griffiths, Jeff 4931 NA Saling , Brandon 4972 FR Schuschu , Aaron 5022 SR 
Conn , Tyler 4818 -1 Hauser, Eric 4932 NA Sundley, Cody 4973 so Simpkins, Jacob 5023 FR 
Dills, Galen 4819 Lupp, Ricky 4933 NA Swisher, Garrett 4974 FR 
Gates, Breydon 4820 FR Minich , Nick 4934 NA Toot, Dekota 4975 FR Wittenberg University 
Gerlach, Eli 4821 Moscato , Matthew 4935 NA Coach: Craig Penney 
Holbert, Sammy 4822 FR Ross, Tyler 4936 NA University of Rio Grande Burr, Matt 5024 -1 
Hornick, Jeremy 4823 Sanders, Greg 4937 NA Coach: Bob Willey Butler, Austin 5025 FR 
James, Corey 4824 FR Scurry, Daniel 4938 NA McCarty, Chad 4976 JR Cowgill , Jarrett 5026 SR 
Liston , Brad 4825 -1 Moritz, Dustin 4977 FR Cowgill , Kyler 5027 SR 
Magill , Brandon 4826 FR University of Dayton Spencer, Matt 4978 SR Grandy, Trevor 5028 JR 
Power, Sam 4827 FR Coach: Rich Davis Taranto, Joe 4979 so Hagen, Ryan 5029 SR 
Schroeder, Adam 4828 Addessi , Nate 4939 JR Wilson, Bryce 4980 JR Huesing, Tim 5030 JR 
Selbee, Jordan 4829 so Bornhorst, Derek 4940 JR Wilson, Nick 4981 JR Inman, Dan 5031 FR 
Stewart, Joe 4830 Fakler, Matt 4941 FR Kapuscinski, Adam 5032 FR 
Wysocki, Blake 4831 Fry, Nick 4942 so Urbana University Klingner, Stephen 5033 JR 
Gruenbacher, Eric 4943 so Coach: Justin Mann Kuntz, Jacob 5034 so 
Tiffin University Kluesener, Kevin 4944 FR Brown, Josh 4982 FR Long , Aaron 5035 JR 
Coach: Ron Martin Lowry, Kyle 4945 JR Castle , Ryan 4983 so Manion , Kyle 5036 FR 
Babcock, Kyle 4868 FR Mackell , Stephen 4946 JR Cronin, Joshua 4984 so Markins, Adam 5037 JR 
Boedeker, Marcus 4869 so Norris, Doug 4947 so Erion , Eddie 4985 SR Melesse, Biniyan 5038 so 
Buschur, Matt 4870 FR Roeth, Greg 4948 JR Little, Daniel 4986 so Redfield , Sean 5039 so 
Charles, Jimmy 4871 FR Roeth, Tyler 4949 so Malloy, Patrick 4987 so Swanson, Theron 5040 so 
Fisher, Colin 4872 FR Russe ll, Michael 4950 FR Perry, Jordan 4988 JR Westbrook, Wade 5041 so 
Frey, Alex 4873 SR Schiele, Jeremy 4951 JR Stephan , Andrew 4989 SR Yates, Justen 5042 FR 
Grunden, Michael 4874 so Ziminski, Andrew 5043 FR 
Heid, Chris 4875 so 
College of Wooster 
Coach: Dennis Rice 
Abud, Gabriel 4832 SO 
Althaus, Ben 4833 SR 
Berkes, Max 4834 FR 
Brew, David 4835 SO 
Gaunter, Micah 4836 SR 
Clark, Morgan 4837 SO 
DeGroot, Kevin 4838 JR 
Doong, Simon 4839 FR 
Ferguson, Stephen 4840 SR 
Fitch, Coleman 4841 SO 
Green, Casey 4842 SR 
Hutchings-Goetz, Luke 4843 SO 
Kish, Ryan 4844 FR 
Marshall , Derrick 4845 FR 
Marshall, Jay 4846 SO 
Rudawsky, Ethan 4847 SR 
Stemen, Karl 4848 FR 
Swartz, Sam 4849 JR 
Terribile , Michael 4850 SO 
VanHorn , Hunter 4851 SO 
Wojtkiewicz, William 4852 FR 
Worth, Matt 4853 JR 
Yacklulic, Quinn 4854 FR 
Wright State University 
Coach: Fabien Corbillon 
Bruns, Jason 5044 JR 
Deford, Jack 5045 JR 
Graves, Brandon 5046 SO 
Harris, Ryan 5047 JR 
Hoffert, Willy 5048 FR 
Mccubbin, Jake 5049 JR 
Peters, Matt 5050 FR 
Shafer, Dan 5051 SO 
Steingass, John 5052 FR 
Xavier University 
Coach: Dan Flaute 
Albrektson, Keith 5053 SR 
Buchholz, Connor 5054 FR 
Coniglio, Matt 5055 JR 
Foley, Ben 5056 JR 
Geer, Hank 5057 JR 
Hawes, Travis 5058 FR 
Kobunski, Nick 5059 so 
Liechty, Spencer 5060 so 
Moore, Aaron 5061 FR 
Nathan, Ben 5062 SR 
Ohlman, Tom 5063 so 
Orlando, Matt 5064 FR 
Schenkel, Keith 5065 so 
Zielinski , Corey 5066 FR 
ESTABLISHED 1802 
(937) 767-5501 
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Conserve 
CONCRETE CONSTRUCTION SERVICES 
The Corner Bakery 
766-3088 
71 N. Main St., 
Cedarville, OH 45314 
Thurs.-Sat. 6:30 a.m-2:00 p.m. 
• Birthday cakes 
• Special orders 
• Delivery available 
Industrial & Commercial 
Roofing 
www.CottermanRoofing.com 
Dayton & Minster, Ohio 
937-433-8268 
TrentE. Lie 
• Income Tax Preparation 
• Payroll Service 
• Free Consultations 
• Personal, Quality Attention 
• Open Year-Round 
937-372-7500 






57 W. Main St., 
Downtown Xenia 
372-1436 
AREA WIDE DELIVERY 
"Official Charter 




8250 Expansion Way 





3205 Woodman Drive 
• 937-298-4417 • 
Tipp City Office 
25 S. Tippecanoe 
Drive 
· 937-669·0909 · 
Best Wishes tor 
a Great Season! 
NOW LEASING 
NEW Upscale I. 2 & 3 
Bedroom Apart111ellf Homes 
"For a home and IUl!s1yle of 










M.A. RICHEY MFG. 
·School Jackets 
•Screen Printing 
PO. BOX 166 
MICHIGANTOWN, IN 46057 
1-800-333-PITS (7 487) 
765-249-2426 · FAX: 765-249-3010 
STEPHEN GRIFFY 








f&k concepts.,. Inc. 
• Signs and 
Panels 
• Unique Projects 
• Name Badges 
• Plaques 
462 Carthage Drive • Beavercreek, OH 45434 
Phone: 937-426-6843 · Fax: 937-426-9722 
www.fkci.com · e-mail: fkci@ fkci.com 
Ashland University 












































Coach: Bill Traschke 
Allen, Bryn 3697 FR 
Clapics, Jamie 3698 SO 
Fahy, Lynn 3699 SO 
Hoogeveen, Tess 3700 SO 
Hradisky, Brooke 3701 FR 
Hutka, Lauren 3702 FR 
Kotesovec, Julie 3703 FR 
Kovatch , Shaina 3704 JR 
McGaughey, Lauren 3705 SO 
Patterson , Judy 3706 FR 
Rospert , Sarah 3707 SO 
Sulzer, Paris 3708 FR 
Vrcan, Blair 3709 FR 
Bluffton University 
Coach: Karen Brandt 
Darrow, Lyndsey 3710 -1 
Dominique, Brandi 3711 -1 
Heffner, Katy 3712 -2 
Hiller, Ashley 3713 -1 
Janzen, Alison 3714 -2 
Smith, Heather 3715 FR 
Bowling Green St. Univ. 
Coach: Lou Snelling 
Flack, Caitlin 3719 SO 
Gailliard, Saisha 3720 JR 
Korsnack, Alixe 3721 JR 
Lashbrook, Caitlin 3722 FR 
Miller, Kristin 3723 FR 
Rapp, Megen 3724 FR 
Stichter, Taylor 3725 SO 
Capital University 
Coach: Rach~ Barends 
Bice, Elizabeth 3726 FR 
Brown, Megan 3727 FR 
Childs, Hannah 3728 JR 
Cooper, Jessica 3729 JR 
Crank, Morgan 3730 FR 
Cross, Cristina 3731 FR 
Mccarron, Emma 3732 
Muntean, Rebecca 3733 
Neylon, Erin 3734 
Pickering , Leigh Ann 3735 
Rohr, Shelby 3736 
Stephens, Allison 3737 
Trick, Sarah 3738 
Watts, Samantha 3739 
Webber, Macy 3740 











Case Western Reserve Univ. 
Coach: Kathy Lanese 
Bauerbach , Erica 3742 FR 
Bowen, Corin 3743 JR 
Cabrera, Natalia 3744 SR 
Duewiger, Anna 3745 FR 
Dunham, Emily 3746 JR 
Emmons, Thea 3747 JR 
Harker, Alyssa 3748 JR 
Magee, Allison 3749 so 
Michalk, MacKenzie 3750 FR 
Milne, Megan 3751 so 
Nagy, Kristina 3752 SR 
Ruckstuhl, Kristen 3753 FR 
Simpson, Brooke 3754 so 
Starks, Lauren 3755 FR 
Volbers , Blaire 3756 SR 
Cedarville University 
Coach: Jeff Bolender 
Banachowski, Jasmin 3757 
Campbell , Grace 3758 
Case, Carolyn 3759 
Cherry, Elisa 3760 
DeHart, Tabitha 3761 
Hollander, Jennifer 3762 
Johnson, Krista 3763 
Lamos, Hannah 3764 
Lanphier, Katie 3765 
Mattes, Gina 3766 
Moore, Tabby 3767 
Putnam, Neola 3768 
Redfield , Melanie 3769 
Smith , Jess 3770 
Terrell , Meghan 3771 
Van Matre, Louise 3772 
Wheatley, Joanna 3773 
Wong, Abby 3774 




















Central State University 
Coach : Lynn Smith 
Briggs, Angelica 3776 so 
Brown, Brittany 3777 so 
Hayes, LaKeitra 3778 so 
Obasogie , Chloe 3779 
Thomas, Anique 3780 FR 
Washington, Tranette 3781 FR 
Wilson, Carmalita 3782 JR 
Cincinnati Christian Univ. 
Coach: Eddie Atkinson 
Claibourne, Anya 3783 FR 
Stenger, Lindsey 3784 FR 
Turner, Ami 3785 FR 
Cleveland State Univ. 
Coach: Joe Jaketic 
Bazilevich, Andria 3786 
Berlin, Ashley 3787 
Boyes, Missy 3788 
Craine, Allison 3789 
Elmlinger, Brittany 3790 
Haywood, Kari 3791 
Holt, Tori 3792 
Kezur, Kendra 3793 
Kirila, Angie 3794 
Mills, Rebekah 3795 
Niemi , Rachel 3796 
Webb, Katie 3797 














College of Mt. St. Joseph 
Coach: Tina Blakley 
Heyl, Emily 3799 so 
Kennedy, Sarah 3800 FR 
Memory, Angela 3801 so 
Raber, Cyreesa 3802 so 
Schneider, Kelsey 3803 SR 
Schnurr, Bailey 3804 SO 
Scott, Kelleen 3805 so 
Whitmore, Peggy 3806 FR 
Wohlfrom, Emily 3807 FR 
Cuyahoga Comm. College 
Coach: Don Cox 
Bacon, Connie 3808 so 
Baker, Stephanie 3809 so 
Edwards, Katrina 3810 FR 
Marshall , Tanisha 3811 FR 
McDaniel, Alison 3812 so 
Voytovich , Amber 3813 FR 
Wallen, Skyler 3814 FR 
Defiance College 
Coach: John Hartpence 
Bussard, Marissa 3815 FR 
Busto, Kate 3816 so 
Davis, Samantha 3817 so 
DeBos, Erika 3818 JR 
George, Kali 3819 FR 
Griep, Ericha 3820 so 
Kazlausky, Alisha 3821 FR 
Rodriguez, Brianna 3822 FR 
Stryffeler, Ellen 3823 SR 
Tibbets, Katie 3824 so 
Denison University 
Coach: Phil Torrens 
Armitage, Beth 3825 JR 
Boss, Abigail 3826 FR 
































Coach: Daniel Kuebler 
Bach, Claire 3838 so 
Bonneson, Danielle 3839 JR 
Chambers, Molly 3840 so 
Evans, Theresa 3841 JR 
Hogan, Anna 3842 SR 
Krajewski , Nicole 3843 so 
Kraudel , Emily 3844 SR 
Mueller, Sara 3845 SR 
Paulmann, Kate 3846 SR 
Heidelberg University 
Coach: Brianna Shook 
Barker, Jordan 3847 JR 
Boileau, Leah 3848 FR 
Brushaber, Rachael 3849 FR 
Custer, Bobbi 3850 so 
Darling, Julia 3851 FR 
Engeman, Libby 3852 JR 
Goobic, Sophie 3853 FR 
Staugler, Jocelyn 3854 FR 
Swavel, Kelsey 3855 FR 
Hiram College 
Coach: Earl Kissell 
Almassri , Laila 3856 
Bieniosek, Christine 3857 
Bohls, Patricia 3858 
Claflin, Clarissa 3859 
Morton , Amy 3860 
Orosz, Megan 3861 








John Carroll University 
Coach: Dara Ford 
Aberl, Ashley 3863 JR 
Barsody, Tess 3864 FR 
Bresnahan, Melissa 3865 JR 
Brown, Andrea 3866 SR 
Busta, Anna 3867 so 
Greuber, Rachael 3868 so 
Hanna, Bridget 3869 FR 
Hanna, Molly 3870 JR 
Kapela, Caroline 3871 so 
Knight, Tara 3872 JR 
Kreuz, Gab 3873 SO 
Landon, Megan 3874 so 
Lutz, Megan 3875 SR 
Mapes, Emily 3876 FR 
Mirka, Melissa 3877 so 
Singer, Alyssa 3878 SO 
Spillman, Katherine 3879 JR Furey, Diana 3930 JR Muskingum College Ohio Dominican Univ. 
Trefny, Melanie 3880 FR Hartzler, Hannah 3931 JR Coach: Jacob Gleason Coach: Paul Benedict 
Turner, Haley 3881 FR Hostetler, Alyssa 3932 FR Bay, Emily 3983 -1 Cassidy, Hali 4034 JR 
Veverka, Holly 3882 FR King, Katie 3933 FR Clark, Tori 3984 FR Collins, Rachel 4035 FR 
Vinci, Melissa 3883 SR Nagy, Paige 3934 JR Daniels, Brittany 3985 FR Green, Allison 4036 FR 
Vrabel, Jenny 3884 FR Neitzel, Becky 3935 JR Drennon, Jennifer 3986 -1 Kitts, Mallory 4037 so 
Whisler, Taylor 3885 so Oprean, Tina 3936 so Dulaney, Bethany 3987 -3 Litt, Kelly 4038 so 
Zimmer, Megan 3886 FR Pae, Rachel 3937 FR Harstine, Kristin 3988 -1 McKean, Michelle 4039 so 
Polatas, Sara 3938 FR Lynch, Heather 3989 FR McNeish, Kaitlin 4040 SR 
Kent State University Rankin, Maddison 3939 FR Marshall, Jenny 3990 -3 Molnar, Bethany 4041 so 
Coach: Mark Crogan Schuler, Madison 3940 FR McCoy, Kelly 3991 -1 Walker, Tara 4042 FR 
Fasc~ne, Lindsey 3887 JR Tomei, Emily 3941 FR Ohtola, Christine 3992 -1 Willeke, Meghan 4043 SR 
Foster, Paige 3888 FR Wilson, Tynae 3942 JR Pershing, Chelsie 3993 -3 
Jacobson, Katelyn 3889 FR Winkler, Jessica 3943 so Reed , Allie 3994 FR Ohio Northern University 
Jones, Brianna 3890 JR Rose, Sarah 3995 -1 Coach: Jason Maus 
Maheu, Audrey 3891 JR Marietta College Shaffer, Janelle 3996 FR Adamcik, Casey 4044 JR 
Meholick, Kassandra 3892 SR Coach: George Evans Avino, Laura 4045 so 
Sawnor, Melinda 3893 so Emmert, Jennifer 3944 NA Notre Dame College Baumer, Ashley 4046 SR 
Spicer, Hannah 3894 so Halsey, Caren 3945 NA Coach: Rick Williamson Berry, Joanne 4047 so 
Vintevoghel , Alexandria 3895 JR Hardt, Amanda 3946 NA Melzer, Fran 3997 so Binkey, Amanda 4048 SR 
Kauffman, Amy 3947 NA Neigh, Courtney 3998 FR Bloom, Mallory 4049 SR 
Kenyon College Leonard, Reba 3948 NA Strole, McKenna 3999 so Bohanan, Brooke 4050 SR 
Coach: Duane Gomez Lorek, Emily 3949 NA Torres, Annette 4000 so Casanova, Kelly 4051 SR 
Arredondo, Brandy 3896 02 Patterson, Janelle 3950 NA Volk , Mary 4001 FR Corbett, Kiera 4052 SR 
Bruch, Tory 3897 02 Dennon , Ashton 4053 JR 
Campbell, Carolyn 3898 03 Miami University Oberlin College Hoffman, Samantha 4054 FR 
Castelli, Nina 3899 04 Coach: Kelly Phillips Coach: Ray Appenheimer Horton, Katie 4055 JR 
Cheney, Abby 3900 02 Bingham, Margaret 3951 SR Achenbach, Paris 4002 JR Huber, Catie 4056 FR 
Dalhburg, Beth 3901 04 Carter, Kathryn 3952 so Clardy, Marissa 4003 JR Kavaliauskas, Vyta 4057 SR 
Dougherty, Kat 3902 04 Chitwood, Alex 3953 FR Cole , Nina 4004 SR Kintner, Kayti 4058 so 
Grenen, Emily 3903 03 Dickman, Danielle 3954 so Coombs, Lauren 4005 FR Klopp, Katie 4059 so 
Halper, Elizabeth 3904 01 Dickman, Jillian 3955 JR DellaFera, Annie 4006 SR Krofcheck, Rebecca 4060 FR 
Heiden, Clara 3905 01 Fischer, Monica 3956 so Gonzales, Michelle 4007 so Lang, Brittany 4061 FR 
Joseph, Hildy 3906 03 Frazier, Elisa 3957 FR Gracia, Amanda 4008 JR Larson, Brooke 4062 so 
Kaye, Jackie 3907 03 Girgis, Melissa 3958 FR Harris, Julia 4009 so Mathias, Addy 4063 FR 
Klein , Alex 3908 04 Hancock, Amanda 3959 FR Lehmann , Emma 4010 FR Moore, Raechel 4064 FR 
Randhawa, Kelsey 3909 01 Hoover, Jess 3960 FR Lindman, Margaret 4011 so Patarini , Gabi 4065 so 
Strader, Kerry 3910 02 Howes, Erica 3961 FR Long , Erica 4012 JR Puvogel, Julie 4066 FR 
Valentini, Nicole 3911 02 Lamb, Anna 3962 FR Lowenstein, Allison 4013 JR Radigan , Erin 4067 so 
Watts, Anna 3912 02 McCoy, Caitlin 3963 FR Lubeck, Alice 4014 so Ratliff, Caitlin 4068 so 
Watts, Elizabeth 3913 04 Miller, Kelley 3964 so Lyons, Carey 4015 FR Siefker, Shayla 4069 FR 
Whittlesey, Elizabeth 3914 02 Moncayo, Mattie 3965 FR Mahar, Elizabeth 4016 so Stanek, Brittany 4070 JR 
Wilhelm, Anna 3915 03 Mossier, Emily 3966 so Martin, Caroline 4017 JR Steinbrunner, Alison 4071 JR 
Willett, Jenna 3916 02 Riley, Erin 3967 FR Martorella, Molly 4018 so Thompson, Sarah 4072 JR 
Strychalski , Anne 3968 so Maslow, Aviva 4019 JR Turley, Sarah 4073 JR 
Lake Erie College Tirrell, Sarah 3969 FR Megan, O'Brien 4020 JR Weaver, Lydia 4074 JR 
Coach: Bryan Harmon Vaughan , Sammi 3970 FR Morelli, Erica 4021 FR Wood, Lauren 4075 SR 
Bednar, Colleen 3917 FR Wickware, Taylor 3971 FR Nash, Piper 4022 JR 
Fluker, Shanita 3918 so Neal , Lindsay 4023 FR Ohio University 
Herron, Kyle 3919 SR Mt. Vernon Naz. Univ. Onwubu , Okwuchi 4024 so Coach: Clay Calkins 
Jones, Leah 3920 JR Coach: Chip Wilson Pincus, Maya 4025 SR Accurso, Juli 4076 FR 
Lee, Jeannie 3921 FR Edwards, Caitlin 3972 SR Polstein , Emily 4026 FR Adkins, Lauren 4077 so 
Smith, Samantha 3922 JR Finley, Kathleen 3973 so Rivers, Pearl 4027 so Altenburger, Kristen 4078 JR 
Green, Lincoln 3974 FR Salemi , Libby 4028 FR Berman, Carley 4079 FR 
Malone University Haught, Becca 3975 FR Shulman, Melissa 4029 JR Charbel, Hannah 4080 FR 
Coach: Jack Hazen Keiser, Melissa 3976 JR Tachman, Jackie 4030 JR Fett, Lauren 4081 JR 
Avery, Ashton 3923 JR Mast, Ashley 3977 so Terashima, Sara 4031 JR Harris, Kelsey 4082 FR 
Bauer, Erin 3924 JR Mast, Sarah 3978 FR Witcher, Kristina 4032 JR Klimkowski , Nicole 4083 FR 
Black, Allison 3925 JR Minor, Lindsey 3979 so Wolfe, Hannah 4033 so McAlpine, Kelsey 4084 FR 
Bourcier, Amber 3926 JR Reasoner, Alex 3980 so Pifer, Emily 4085 FR 
Cameron, Stacy 3927 FR Richter, Brittany 3981 JR Reichert, Morgan 4086 FR 
Chaskel , Brynn 3928 JR Worthington, Katie 3982 so Shaw, Brianna 4087 so 
Fisher, Emily 3929 FR Skidmore, Emily 4088 so 
Skrobot, Hannah 4089 JR Conkle, Cassandra 4176 so Heavens, Keno 4164 so Walsh University 
Spieth, Mallory 4090 FR Corns, Jess 4177 so Hoffman, Rebecca 4165 FR Coach: Al Campbell 
Stillwell, Allison 4091 FR Gilroy, Ashley 4178 so Hosie, Rachel 4166 JR Becker, Brittany 4282 FR 
Sturges, Kristi 4092 SR Kern, Jess 4179 FR Latham, Deidre 4167 FR Cadle, Allie 4283 FR 
Thompson, Melissa 4093 FR Madison, Ashley 4180 JR Magner, Abigail 4168 JR Charek, Kaley 4284 FR 
Toussant, Erica 4094 so Markel, Stephanie 4181 FR Mohr, Taylor 4169 FR Clark, Erin 4285 SR 
Waddington, Ashley 4095 so McKown, Trina 4182 so Sendelbach, Kayla 4170 JR Culler, Nicole 4286 SR 
Wise, Brittany 4096 SR Miller, Becky 4183 SR Stults, Alexa 4171 so DePalmo, Emily 4287 so 
Reese, Carly 4184 JR Zimmermann, Christine 4172 SR Dickey, Kelsey 4288 FR 
Ohio Wesleyan University Richmond , Emily 4185 FR DiTullio, Gabby 4289 FR 
Coach: Kris Boey Smith, Samantha 4186 FR University of Mount Union Hawkins, Clara 4290 FR 
DeAngelis, Cara 4097 so Coach: Kevin Lucas Lawrence, Shelby 4291 FR 
Johnson, Emily 4098 JR University of Akron Balazs, Jenna 4243 so Megyes, Chelsea 4292 so 
Lehman, Jane 4099 JR Coach: Scott Jones Barnes, Katie 4244 so Miller, Rachelle 4293 SR 
Lisull , Emma 4100 JR Baker, Sarah 4207 FR Benner, Brooke 4245 FR Morrison, Sarah 4294 so 
O'Connell, Maggie 4101 SR Bowers, Alexsandra 4208 so Bruce, Chelsey 4246 so Reed, Rachel 4295 SR 
Reid, Katie 4102 FR Moore, Maria 4209 FR Buzulencia, Hayley 4247 FR Ryan, Kate 4296 FR 
Sampson , Hannah 4103 FR Roth, Jillian 4210 FR Campbell , Catie 4248 FR Vigars , Kelly 4297 FR 
Tavenier, Alex 4104 FR Whitlow, Kayla 4211 FR Goggin , Caitlin 4249 so Yoder, Lissa 4298 JR 
Wright, Madeleine 4105 JR Willis, Morgan 4212 FR lafelice, Jessie 4250 FR 
Yunker, Bethany 4106 FR Jacofsky, Tabitha 4251 FR Wilmington College 
University of Cincinnati Less, Katie 4252 SR Coach: Ron Combs 
Otterbein University Coach: Bill Schnier Mathie, Brooke 4253 FR Bernhard, Elise 4299 JR 
Coach: Brenda Buffington Bauer, Carly 4213 NA Mazzaferri , Emily 4254 so Burnam, Veronica 4300 FR 
Church, Jessica 4107 SR Bell, Jasmine 4214 NA Midlik, Corinne 4255 JR Cekada, Annie 4301 JR 
Cramer, Kaila 4108 so Clay, Emily 4215 NA Miller, Nicole 4256 FR Delehanty, Liz 4302 JR 
Daggett , Julia 4109 so Connolly, Bridget 4216 NA Porter, Michele 4257 FR Foote, Anna 4303 SR 
Elliott, Nicole 4110 SR Earman, Ashley 4217 NA Reed, Hannah 4258 FR Gibbons, Brittany 4304 JR 
Ernest, Ali 4111 JR Glassmeyer, Jill 4218 NA Sherwood, Lesley 4259 SR Huggins, Mary 4305 JR 
Gibson, Meghan 4112 SR Goodwin, Lauren 4219 NA Sleutz, Jana 4260 FR Michel, Karlee 4306 JR 
Hein, Christine 4113 so Knollman , Sara 4220 NA Stewart, Katie 4261 FR Milbower, Katie 4307 SR 
Hornyak, Abbie 4114 so McAlpine, Amber 4221 NA Stockton, Miranda 4262 FR Mills, Emillie 4308 FR 
Hutchinson, Sarah 4115 SR Meyer, Kaitlyn 4222 NA Montgomery, Nicole 4309 FR 
O'Brien, Sara 4116 FR Staruch, Cortney 4223 NA University of Rio Grande Parlette, Jenna 4310 FR 
Reese, Bekah 4117 JR Zukowski , Al ison 4224 NA Coach: Bob Willey Romeo , Colleen 4311 SR 
Schultz, Lindsey 4118 FR Barnes, Samantha 4263 FR Sites, Chelsea 4312 so 
Sullivan , Nikki 4119 JR University of Dayton Lewis, Chelsie 4264 FR Steffen , Tricia 4313 FR 
Thomas, Allie 4120 FR Coach: Sarah Hinkley Lower, Amy 4265 JR Wigginton, Casie 4314 FR 
Tiberio , Nicole 4121 FR Armstrong , Nicole 4225 FR Mattia, Cassie 4266 SR 
Weller, Jeanne 4122 JR Beyerle, Taylor 4226 JR Piccone, Brittany 4267 FR Wittenberg University 
Young , Haley 4123 so Cargill , Nicole 4227 so Coach: Craig Penney 
Clohisy, Salena 4228 FR Urbana University Agnor, Becca 4315 so Shawnee St. University Collins, Megan 4229 FR Coach: Justin Mann Bell, Lindley 4316 SR Coach: Eric Putnam Cummings, Lindsey 4230 SR Bell , Melissa 4268 FR Brown, Autumnlee 4317 JR 
Armstrong, Sara 4126 SR Gleason, Lizzie 4231 so Bond, Chelsea 4269 FR Crosby, Emma 4318 SR 
Cahill , Bri 4127 so Grassley, Colleen 4232 FR Diemer, Kaylen 4270 so Hamilton, Alyssa 4319 JR 
Cleland, Stephanie 4128 FR Heniff, Allie 4233 JR Lynch, Elizabeth 4271 FR Henry, Anna 4320 SR 
Egbert, Marie 4129 FR Johnston, Kelly 4234 SR St. Clair, Sarah 4272 SR Iden, Samantha 4321 SR 
Hosier, Kasey 4130 List , Mary 4235 FR Thomas, Jessica 4273 JR lwanyckyj, Deanna 4322 FR 
Howie, Ashlyn 413 FR Mason, El issa 4236 SR Trainer, Shawni 4274 FR Kelleher, Shannon 4323 so 
Light , Andrea 4132 FR OIiier, Katie 4237 FR White, Sara 4275 JR King, Molly 4324 so 
LiPira, Brittney 4133 Reynolds, Sarah 4238 so Kropa, Sarah 4325 SR 
McCauley, Brianna 4134 FR Shea, Colleen 4239 FR Ursuline College Mangas, Nicole 4326 so 
Predmore, Torey 4135 FR Slomski , Marisa 4240 JR Coach: Keith Whitman Mcilvain, Maggie 4327 so 
Retherford, Jamie 4136 FR Walton , Moll ie 4241 JR Brobst, Katie 4276 JR Mogle, Danielle 4328 so 
Ruggles, Sarah 4137 Zimmerman , Emily 4242 SR Dingman, Erica 4277 FR Pfeifer, Mary 4329 SR 
Tudor, Bri 4138 FR Dunn, Madgie 4278 FR Seabrook, Lydia 4330 FR 
University of Findlay Goans, Jennette 4279 JR Swanton , Samantha 4331 SR 
Tiffin University Coach: Marc Arce Oravec, Amanda 4280 JR Swoyer, Mary 4332 JR 
Coach: Ron Martin Cah ill , Jessica 4160 FR Turner, Samantha 4281 so Vogt, Valerie 4333 SR 
Berndt, Danielle 4173 FR Geyer, Shelby 4161 FR Ziegler, Breanna 4334 JR 
Brant, Tichelle 4174 JR Goeltzenleuchter, Erica 4162 so 
Colone, Jennifer 4175 FR Hassen, Samantha 4163 so 
College of Wooster 
Coach: Dennis Rice 
Andrews-Sharer, Erin 4139 FR 
Appleton, Sarah 4140 SR 
Berkow, Ann 4141 SO 
Buyan, Lauren 4142 FR 
Chin, Allison 4143 SO 
Chormann, Emily 4144 SO 
Connor, Bailey 4145 FR 
Craig, Becky 4146 JR 
Curtze, Allison 4147 SR 
Denlinger, Chelsea 4148 SO 
Fackler, Libby 4149 JR 
Gilfoy, Gabriella 4150 FR 
Herrin, Rachelle 4151 FR 
Lynch, Brittany 4152 SO 
O'Neil, Colleen 4153 JR 
Quenneville , Jean 4154 SR 
Ramstad, Monica 4155 JR 
Shaul, Meredith 4156 SR 
Simonis, Dempsey 4157 FR 
Traisman, Becky 4158 SO 
Wright State University 
Coach: Fabien Corbillon 
Cheruiyot, Nelly 4335 SR 
Goodwin , Kristen 4336 SR 
Holsopple, Ellie 4337 FR 
Janson, Rachel 4338 
Ma, Joanie 4339 
Millard, Rudy 4340 
Sorrenti , Emily 4341 
Walker, Bianca 4342 
Xavier University 
Coach: Dan Flaute 
Ahlrichs, Anna 4343 
Albers, Jessica 4344 
Cardosi, Calesse 4345 
Clark, Rachel 4346 
Fischer, Abby 4347 
Fischer, Clare 4348 
Heys. Courtney 4349 
Hoffmaster, Chelsea 4350 
Howell, Caylin 4351 
Kuhn, Emily 4352 
McGinn , Micayla 4353 
Milroy, Samantha 4354 
Price, Kaitlin 4355 
Ramos, Audrey 4356 
Staresinic, Emily 4357 






















The Elvin R. King 
Cross Country Course 
Anew era began in Cedarville University cross country with the open-ing of the Elvin R. King Cross Country Course. The venue was ded-icated and named in honor of CU's Hall of Fame coach during 
Homecoming Weekend on Oct. 7, 2006. 
The new home site, located at the north end of the campus just east of 
State Route 72 was constructed on 150 acres of property and was 
designed and b~ilt under the direction of former athletic director Pete 
Reese and King. Athletes run entirely on a grass course that includes 
rolling hills. 
This unique venue, which meets all of the NCAA requirements for a 
cross country course, hosted its first meet on Sept. 16, 2006 with the 16th 
·Annual Cedarville Invitational. Nearly 1,000 runners participated in eight 
races and both Yellow Jacket teams won the first-ever college races on 
the course. 
The site annually hosts the Cedarville Open and continues to be the 
setting for the National Christian College Athletic Association 
Championships each November. Besides the high school and junior high 
competitions in the Friendship Invitational, the Ohio Heritage Conference 
has staged its championship meets on the course. 
The primary cross country courses are the 5,000 meter layout for 
women and the 8,000 meter course for men. There is also a 3,200-meter 
course for junior high competition. 
The Yellow Jackets called John Bryan State Park as its cross country 
home for the better part of four decades. The beautiful site served as host 
of the NCCAA Championships from 1978 through 1992 and again from 
1995 through 2005. It also hosted the annual Cedarville Invitational, the 
NAIA District 22 Championship, the Mid-Ohio Conference Championship, 
the American Mideast Conference Championship, and a number of high 
school meets. 
The Elvin R. King Cross Country Course - All-Time Top 25 
COLLEGE WOMEN SK - ALL-TIME TOP 25 COLLEGE MEN 8K - ALL-TIME TOP 25 
(thru 9/17/11) (thru 9/17 /11) 
Name School Time Date Name School Time Date 
Rachel Patterson Miami University 17:12.3 10/1/2010 Chris Lemon Univ. of Dayton 24:11.8 10/1/2010 
Maura Bulgrin Univ. of Dayton 17:19.0 10/1/2010 Eric Finan Univ. of Cincinnati 24:20.6 10/1/2010 
Annie Beecham Ohio University 17:21 .5 10/1/2010 Ridge Robinson Ohio University 24 :26.2 10/1/2010 
Sarah Foster Ohio State University17:24.0 9/19/2009 Matt Lemon Univ. of Dayton 24:28.8 10/1/2010 
Kari Summers Ohio University 17:29.9 10/1/2010 Andy Morgan Univ. of Akron 24:35.1 10/1/2010 
Kim Lorentz Univ. of Akron 17:32.5 10/1/2010 Michael Owen Shawnee St. Univ. 24:42.8 10/1/2010 
Katie Gillespie Cedarville University 17:34.0 9/19/2009 Tommy Kauffmann Xavier University 24:43 .6 10/1/2010 
Katie Gillespie Cedarville University 17:39.0 11/14/2009 Noah Too MidAmerica Naz. Univ. 24:45.0 11/10/2007 
Amanda Mirochna Miami University 17:42.2 10/1/2010 Dee Salukombo Denison University 24:47.2 10/1/2010 
Liz Coorey Univ. of Dayton 17:46.6 10/1/2010 Scott Myers Ohio University 24:47.5 10/1/2010 
Miesha Marzell Unattached 17:52.0 9/15/2007 Jonathan Dewitt Univ. of Toledo 24:48.1 10/1/2010 
Michele McKenney Univ. of Cincinnati 17:53.0 10/1/2010 Oliver Book Univ. of Cincinnati 24 :48.9 10/1/2010 
Kate Carter Miami University 17:53.5 10/1/2010 David Kawa Berry College 24:50.0 9/16/2006 
Kelley Miller Miami University 17:54.4 10/1/2010 Robbie Fisher Miami University 24:54.5 10/1/2010 
Emily LaSala Ind. Wes. University 17:59.0 11/10/2007 Greg Roeth Univ. of Dayton 24:55.0 10/1/2010 
Margaret Bingham Miami University 18:02.2 10/1/2010 James Zeuch Malone University 24:55.6 10/1/2010 
Katie Lenahan Miami University 18:02.2 10/1/2010 Brian Harvey Carn. Mellon Univ. 24:57.0 9/27/2008 
Elissa Mason Univ. of Dayton 18:05.1 10/1/2010 Jarrod Eick Miami University 24:57.7 10/1/2010 
Devyn Ramsay Univ. of Toledo 18:06.0 10/1/2010 Matt Marol Miami University 24:58.8 10/1/2010 
Laura Neufarth Miami University 18:08.0 9/15/2007 Hank Geer Xavier University 24:59.8 10/1/2010 
Katie Gillespie Cedarville University 18:09.0 11/7/2009 Michael Perry Miami University 24:59.9 10/1/2010 
Amber Cushnie Univ. of Toledo 18:10.5 10/1/2010 Daniel Roberts Cedarville Univ. 25:03.0 9/16/2006 
Katie Navarre Denison University 18:11.0 9/19/2009 Nick Meeson Malone University 25:06.0 10/1/2010 
Lydia Wong Cedarville University 18: 12.0 11/7/2009 Nick Thomas Univ. of Toledo 25 :07.8 10/1/2010 
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Chick-fil-A of Beavercreek 
proudly supports Cedarville 
University and their 
student-athletes. 
Two Locations: 
Fairfield Commons and on 
N. Fairfield 
Conserve 
CONCRETE CONSTRUCTION SERVICES 
The Corner Bakery 
766-3088 
71 N. Main St., 
Cedarville, OH 45314 
Thurs.-Sat. 6:30 a.m-2:00 p.m. 
• Birthday cakes 
• Special orders 
• Delivery available 
Industrial & Commercial 
Roofing 
www.CottermanRoofing.com 
Dayton & Minster, Ohio 
937-433-8268 
I PTreiit E. Lick1ider., CPA 
• Income Tax Preparation 
• Payroll Service 
• Free Consultations 
• Personal, Quality Attention 
• Open Year-Round 
937-372-7500 






57 W. Main St., 
Downtown Xenia 
372-1436 
1!1:iiiC!l!:Y AREA WIDE DELIVERY 
"Official Charter 




8250 Expansion Way 
Dayton, OH 45424 
Orthopaedic Institute of Dayton, Inc_ 
3205 Woodman Drive, • Dayton, OH 45420 
937-298-4417 
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Marcos E. Amongero , M.D: 
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Barry A. Fisher. M.0 . 
P,..,,.,,~reSponsW,ea,one 
·certified by the American Board of Orthopaedic Surgery 
NOW LEASING 
NEW Upscale I. 2 & 3 
Bedroom Apartment Homes 
" For a home and lifesryle of 








QUALITY SERVICE for 50 YEARS 
~--- -- ~ 'i'\ broken cistern cannot J1l;=....,, hold water." Jeremiah 2:13 
l <:X 
M.A. RICHEY MFG. 
P.O. BOX 166 
MICHIGANTOWN, IN 46057 
1-800-333-PITS (7487) 





HOME DECOR AND FASHION 
51 N. Main St.· Cedarville, OH· 937-766-3113 
5/27/lO rev. 3 
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_1?_,.~/cOMPAN!l<~S 
ELICTRICAL / MECHANICAL 
CONTRACTOR$ 
1145 Bellbrook Avenue 
Xenia, Ohio 45385 
• Residential Service 
• Commercial • Industrial 
• Design/Build 
Phone: (937)372-8205 or (800)543-6997 
Fax: (937)372-1556 
E-mail: Contact@ReddyElectric.com 
Website: www. ReddyElectric.com 
24 Hour Emergency Service 
W'l C 'KL '1 'N !E'S 
FLORIST & GARDEN 
CENTER 
1625 N. Detroit St.! 
X 






Appointments for sick cars and unhappy owners ... 
937.766.9852 




lndus1ria/ - Commercial - Residemia/ 
High Vol!age - Oul(/oor lnswl/c11ion & Repair 
1630 Progress Drive • Springfield, OH 45505 
Ph: (937) 323-3721 










PONTIAC • BUICK • GMC 
1-800-640-6308 
visit our website 
at ... www.foremanblair.com 
sound mind, sound body 
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Xenia Town Square 
~ oveiMAf]i: 
101 Alex BeU Rd., Ste. 178 • CenterviUe 
(In Cross Pointe Center) 
937.428.5800 
www.dovesnestgifts.com 
Hours: M-W-F 10-6 • Tu-Th 10-8 • Sat 10-5 
((Dress your house in sryle!" 
Mon.-Sat., 10-6 
Sunday, Noon-5 
1/2 mile north of 
Yellow Springs 
4590 US 68 N. 
Yellow Springs, OH 
45387 
Farm Fresh 
www.pelferorchards-com Produce and 
Unique Gifts 
Xenia Shoe & Leather 
Repair 
211 E. Main St., Xenia, Ohio 
376-8156 
~~ - ~~ 
f A Cedarville i 
~Pharmacy 
~~ 
9 South Main St reet, Cedarville, OH 45314 
937-766-9900 












Beaver Valley Shopping Center 
3245 Seajay Drive, 
Beavercreek, Ohio 45430 
937-426-0060 
www.lofinos.com 
The Greater 'Ville Area 
A Guide to Restaurants, Lodging, and Stores 
Cedarville 
Hcarthsmnc Inn & Suites 
.Xen.ia (15 mins. awuyl 
llolida Inn 
Rcien ') Inn 
Springfield ( 15-30 rnrns. awn ' ) 
Cvmfon Suite, 
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Holiday Inn 
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Taste All That 
Life Has To Offer. 
• Experience the best things in life at the new Courtyard by Marriott in Downtown Springfi eld. Stay for a night or for a week in our beautifully -
renovated hotel. Enjoy our garden poo l, hot tub, business center and 
compl imentary high-speed internet. Taste the delicious fare of the Mela 
Urban Bistro. Or just unwind at the Mela Lounge. 
100 south fountain • downtown springfield 
937.322.3600 • www.melaurbanbistro.com 
A 




1300 Goodwin at W First St. 
Springfield, Ohio 45504 
(937)323-9088 
Fax (937)323-9204 
Owner: Don McKenna - "proud alumnus of Cedarville Universityn 
BEAVER-VU-BOWL 
1238 N. Fairfield Rd., 
Beavercreek 
937-426-6771 
We support the Cedarville 
Yellow Jackets! 
___.....,.._ Office: (937)374-0855 
AT,i'!IFC:.!Al'i ------...i 
---HU/JI/ UFE • 
TODD W. SCHULZ 
INSURANCE AGENCY 
65 Dayton Avenue, 
XENIA, OHIO 45385 
www.toddschulzagency.com 
-~ .. BIKB ¢ _ ·Nt'd1 
tc:>int ~ ;--~ 
Bike Rentals 
• Kettering 294-6895 • Centerville 436-2222 • 




SOWING SEED .... BEARING FRUIT 
WWW.GRACECEDARVILLE.ORG 
(!Jpepsi 
Mom and Dadl:sl 
Dairy Bar & Grille 
320 N. Main St., 
Cedarville, OH 
(937)766-2046 
Also serving lunch and dinner 
twil:l:er ™ 
CUYellowJackets .... the offi-
cial home of Yellow Jacket 
sports .... get the very latest 
info, news, and updates 





121 Raydo Circle 
Springfield, OH 45506 
• All suite rooms 
• Hot deluxe breakfast 
Only 12 miles from CU! 
Proud to support the Yellow Jackets!! 
937-322-0707 
13 E. Chillicothe St., 
Cedarville, OH 
.:: 766-7299 .: 
sound mind, sound body 
